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Abstract
Natural selection, random processes and gene flow are known to generate sex ratio
variations among sexually polymorphic plant populations. In gynodioecious species, in
which hermaphrodites and females coexist, the relative effect of these processes on the
maintenance of sex polymorphism is still up for debate. The aim of this study was to
document sex ratio and cytonuclear genetic variation at a very local scale in windpollinated gynodioecious Beta vulgaris ssp. maritima and attempt to elucidate which
processes explained the observed variation. The study sites were characterized by
geographically distinct patches of individuals and appeared to be dynamic entities, with
recurrent establishment of distinct haplotypes through independent founder events.
Along with substantial variation in sex ratio and unexpectedly low gene flow within
study sites, our results showed a high genetic differentiation among a mosaic of
genetically distinct demes, with isolation by distance or abrupt genetic discontinuities
taking place within a few tens of metres. Overall, random founder events with restricted
gene flow could be primary determinants of sex structure, by promoting the clumping of
sex-determining genes. Such high levels of sex structure provide a landscape for
differential selection acting on sex-determining genes, which could modify the
conditions of maintenance of gynodioecy in structured populations.
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Introduction
Populations of sexually polymorphic plants species typically vary in sex ratio. In the particular case of gynodioecious plants, in which both hermaphroditic and
male-sterile (female) individuals can be observed in natural populations, sex ratio can differ considerably
among localities (e.g. Medrano et al. 2005; Nilsson &
Agren 2006; Dufay et al. 2009). It is generally acknowledged that variation in sex ratio among sexually polyCorrespondence: Isabelle De Cauwer, Fax: +44 (0)1142220002;
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morphic plant populations arises from (i) differential
selection on the phenotypes in varying environments,
(ii) deterministic oscillations because of frequencydependent selection and ⁄ or (iii) nonselective processes,
such as random founder events or spatially restricted
migration (reviewed in McCauley & Bailey 2009).
Understanding the causes of variation in the relative
frequencies of the co-occurring sexual phenotypes
should thus help gain insight into the mechanisms
behind the maintenance of females and hermaphrodites
in natural populations.
Although poorly understood in most sexually polymorphic species, the genetic basis of sex determination
is well known for several gynodioecious species. It has
been shown that it generally involves epistatic interactions between cytoplasmic male sterility genes (CMS)
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and nuclear genes that restore male fertility (e.g. Dommée et al. 1987; Boutin-Stadler et al. 1989; Koelewijn &
van Damme 1995; Delph et al. 2007). To develop as a
female, an individual must carry an unrestored CMS
gene. To develop as a hermaphrodite, an individual
must either carry a CMS gene in combination with the
matching restoration alleles (restored CMS hermaphrodite) or carry a non-CMS cytoplasm (non-CMS hermaphrodite). The knowledge of the genetic basis of sex
determination is an essential prerequisite for understanding the mechanisms that are responsible for sex
ratio variation.
Several studies have suggested that sex ratio can vary
from locality to locality as a local response to natural
selection (Vaughton & Ramsey 2004; Nilsson & Agren
2006; Caruso & Case 2007). Typically, female plants are
more frequent in sites subject to harsh conditions, probably due to their better seed production under stressful
conditions compared to hermaphrodites (reviewed in
Ashman 2006). In addition to the effect of natural selection in spatially varying environments, theoretical models also suggest that interactions between nuclear
restorers and CMS genes can lead to cyclic variations in
population sex ratio, independently of ecological factors
(see Gouyon et al. 1991; Dufay et al. 2007). In this case,
a direct relationship between the relative fitness of sexual phenotypes and population sex ratio may be weak
and difficult to detect (Dufay et al. 2009).
In addition to the effects of natural selection, two nonselective mechanisms can also contribute to variation in
sex ratio, by altering local frequencies of CMS genes and
restorer alleles. First, it is well acknowledged that genetic
drift, generated for instance by random founder events,
can cause important variation in sex ratio. After a founder event, local allele frequencies, including frequencies
of sex-determining genes, depend on the number of
founding seeds colonizing an unoccupied habitat as well
as on the origin of these seeds (Wade & McCauley 1988;
Whitlock & McCauley 1990). The effects of founder
events are expected to be even more important in species
that are subject to important extinction ⁄ recolonization
dynamics (e.g. Manicacci et al. 1996), because new populations may not persist long enough to allow substantial
changes of founding allele frequencies through gene flow
or selection. Founder effects are also expected to increase
female frequencies rather than hermaphrodite frequencies, for three reasons. First, because females often produce more seeds than hermaphrodites (reviewed in
Shykoff et al. 2003), population founders may be more
likely to have female mothers. Second, because of dominance effects among nuclear restorer alleles, mating
between related individuals or self-fertilization of
restored CMS hermaphrodites that are heterozygous at
restorer loci are expected to produce some homozygous
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

recessive female offspring, when a new population is
composed of few restored CMS hermaphrodites (Emery
& McCauley 2002; Bailey & McCauley 2005). Finally,
newly established populations are unlikely to contain all
restorer alleles for the CMS types that are present in the
founders, even if there are several founders coming from
diverse sources (Nilsson & Agren 2006).
The second nonselective mechanism that can play a
fundamental role in sex ratio variation is dispersal,
because it directly acts on the partitioning of genetic
diversity within and among structured demes (Loveless
& Hamrick 1984; Hamrick & Nason 1996; Ennos 2001).
The magnitude and spatial patterns of gene flow
through pollen and seed can thus have crucial effects
on the distribution of sexes in space. Indeed, dispersal
rates among established populations determine the
probability of sex-determining genes (CMS genes and
restorer alleles) to establish in populations, and theoretical models suggest that pollen and seed dispersal
among structured populations can modify the dynamics
expected under selection only (Dufay & Pannell 2010).
In most cases, the effects of natural selection, founder
events, genetic drift and dispersal on sex ratio variation
have been studied at large geographical scales, by comparing populations separated by several kilometres (e.g.
McCauley 1998; Medrano et al. 2005) or even working
at regional scales (e.g. Nilsson & Agren 2006; Caruso &
Case 2007; Dufay et al. 2009). However, because several
studies also document sex ratio variation at very local
scales (within populations, e.g. Manicacci et al. 1996;
Laporte et al. 2001; Olson et al. 2006), these processes
could also act very locally.
The aim of this study was to document sex ratio variation at fine spatial scale in wind-pollinated gynodioecious Beta vulgaris ssp. maritima and attempt to
understand the processes underlying the observed variation. Beta vulgaris constitutes a relevant model for
understanding the processes responsible for sex ratio
variation because the genetic basis of sex determination
is well known: male sterility is associated with four particular mitochondrial types, called CMS E, G, Svulg and
H. These sterilizing cytoplasms coexist with male-fertile
cytoplasms, and these different cytotypes can be identified with molecular markers (Cuguen et al. 1994; Forcioli et al. 1998; Desplanque et al. 2000; Fénart et al.
2006). When coupling data on genotypes and sexual
phenotypes, it is possible to directly measure female
frequencies, the frequencies of the distinct sterilizing
cytoplasms and the rates of restoration per sterilizing
cytoplasm (by recording the proportion of hermaphroditic plants for each sterilizing cytoplasm). This information was used to fulfil the first aim of our study:
exploring the occurrence and the magnitude of finescale sex structure in two B. vulgaris study sites.
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Subsequently, this study aimed to enlighten the evolutionary processes responsible for the observed finescale sex structure. We chose to focus on the neutral
evolutionary processes. Genetic markers are commonly
used to determine the effects of genetic drift and gene
flow on the structure of genetic diversity within and
among populations (for a review, see Ennos 2001).
Because the evolutionary processes giving rise to spatial
structure for a set of cytoplasmic and nuclear markers
are also likely to affect the spatial distribution of cytoplasmic male sterility genes and nuclear restorers, the
study of neutral genetic structure will allow us to make
inferences on the impact of neutral evolutionary processes—in particular random genetic drift and migration through seed and pollen dispersal—on sex ratio
variation. In other words, the characterization of the
genetic signatures left by drift and gene flow will be
linked back to the distribution of sexual phenotypes in
space. Using information on phenotypes, sex-determining
genes and a set of neutral markers, we thus investigated to what extent sex structure can be caused by
neutral processes such as random genetic drift owing to
founder events and spatially restricted migration.

Materials and methods
The species
Wild sea beet, Beta vulgaris ssp. maritima is a diploid
species (2n = 18) widely distributed along the western
coasts of Europe and around the Mediterranean Sea. It
is a short-lived perennial and wind-pollinated species
(Letschert 1993). Despite the fact that Beta vulgaris is
generally considered as a self-incompatible species in
the wild, with up to four gametophytic S loci (Owen
1942; Larsen 1977), recent studies on mating system in
crop-wild hybrids suggested the occurrence of a selffertility factor (Sf gene) that offsets the self-incompatibility system (Arnaud et al. 2010, 2011). The Sf gene is a
Mendelian self-fertility factor widely used by breeders
to produce inbred lines. No data are available on the
occurrence of this gene in the wild, but paternity analysis in natural conditions showed very low levels of selfing (De Cauwer et al. 2010b), which may be an
indication that the Sf gene occurs at marginal frequencies in wild populations.
There is no vegetative reproduction, and dispersal
thus only occurs through seeds and ⁄ or pollen movement. Seeds are aggregated in an irregular, dry body
that contains 1–8 seeds and has no particular dispersal
mechanism. This study was carried out in Brittany
(western France), where sea beets colonize areas located
along estuaries, above the upper tide level, on cliffs
overhanging the sea and in other coastal habitats (Letsc-

hert 1993; Laporte et al. 2001; Arnaud et al. 2003; Viard
et al. 2004).

Study sites, sampling and laboratory procedures
Exhaustive sampling was carried out in two study sites
located in Brittany (France), within two isolated coves
separated by 30 km. The first one, called MOR, is
located near Planguenoual (N 4834¢168¢¢; E )234¢831¢¢),
stretches over approximately 300 m and comprised
1098 flowering individuals in 2007. The second one,
named PAL, is located near Plouha (N 4840¢497¢¢;
E )252¢911¢¢), stretches over approximately 500 m and
comprised 615 flowering individuals in 2007.
Global positioning system coordinates of all adults
were recorded using a GARMIN GPS map60CS (accuracy of 2–5 m), allowing us to map the location of all
flowering plants within geographical patches and to calculate pairwise geographical distances between individuals. At both sites, individuals were clustered in
geographically distinct patches (Fig. 1), with few isolated individuals. Individuals were considered as isolated when they had <10 individuals in a radius of
10 m. As pollen and seed flow are known to be mainly
local in this species (De Cauwer et al. 2010b), considering these geographical clusters of individuals as a proxy
of genetic units for all subsequent statistical analyses
may be a good prerequisite: four and five geographical
groups of individuals were therefore considered
throughout this study for MOR and PAL, respectively
(Fig. 1). The cytoplasmic and nuclear genotypic structure, the genetic differentiation among geographical
clusters and the search of hidden genetic structure will
allow us to validate the biological relevance of this geographical criterion. Within these sites, leaves were collected for genotyping on all individuals that flowered
during the study year (i.e. all adult individuals). Additionally, the sexual phenotype was determined (female
or hermaphrodite) for almost all individuals (98.5% in
MOR and 97.4% in PAL).
DNA was extracted from dried leaves and purified
using the NucleoSpin96 Plant kit (Macherey-Nagel).
All sampled individuals were genotyped using three
different marker types. First, nine nuclear microsatellite
loci chosen for high polymorphism were used to
describe the neutral diversity in both sites: Bmb6 (Cureton et al. 2002); Bvm3 (Mörchen et al. 1996); GTT1,
CAA1 (Viard et al. 2002); SB04, SB06, SB07, SB15 (Richards et al. 2004); and FDSB1027 (McGrath et al. 2007).
Second, cytoplasmic polymorphism was characterized
using four mitochondrial minisatellite loci: TR1, TR2,
TR3 and TR4 (Nishizawa et al. 2000). Each genotype
combination for these four minisatellite loci will be analysed as a single haplotype, as the entire mitochondrial
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Fig. 1 Spatial distribution of Beta vulgaris ssp. maritima individuals at the two
study sites, MOR (a) and PAL (b),
located in Brittany (western France).
The locations of the geographical
patches (MA, MB, MC and MD in MOR
and PA, PB, PC, PD and PE in PAL) are
circled in grey, and individuals are represented by black dots. The grey dashed
lines show the position of the shore line.
The pie charts show the frequency of
the three sexual phenotypes (females,
restored CMS hermaphrodites and nonCMS hermaphrodites) within the different patches. CMS, cytoplasmic male
sterility genes.

Female
Restored CMS hermaphrodite
Non-CMS hermaphrodite

genome is generally inherited as a single linkage unit.
Finally, diagnostic cytoplasmic PCR-RFLP markers were
used to distinguish among the three main CMS types:
two mitochondrial markers that correspond to the
CMSs Svulg and G and a chloroplast marker for CMS E
(Ran & Michaelis 1995; Dufay et al. 2008). In this study,
we did not attempt to detect the occurrence of the
fourth sterilizing cytoplasm (CMS H) because this cytotype is known to be absent from Brittany (Cuguen et al.
1994). Amplification procedures and detection of polymorphism for these three marker types have been
detailed in previous studies (Fénart et al. 2007, 2008;
Dufay et al. 2009; De Cauwer et al. 2010b). A total of
1713 samples were genotyped, and missing data rates
were 2.3%, 1.6% and 0.6% for nuclear microsatellites,
mitochondrial minisatellite haplotypes and cytoplasmic
male sterility PCR-RFLP markers, respectively.

Statistical analyses
Nuclear and cytoplasmic diversity. The total number of
sampled alleles at each locus for nuclear microsatellites
(AN Nuc) and the number of haplotypes obtained with
cytoplasmic minisatellites (AN Cyto) were counted within
both study sites, as well as within each distinct geographical patch of individuals. We used the rarefaction
method described in El Mousadik & Petit (1996) to calculate allelic richness (AR Nuc and AR Cyto), which is a
measure of the number of alleles (or haplotypes) that is
independent of sample size (i.e. patch size in our study,
as the sampling was exhaustive). To be able to compare
allelic richness, values were standardized to a common
sample size (N = 18 individuals, i.e. the size of the
smallest geographical patch in this study), using FSTAT
version 2.9.3 (Goudet 1995). Expected heterozygosities
(He) as well as intra-population fixation indexes (FIS)
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were also calculated for nuclear microsatellite loci using
FSTAT version 2.9.3 (Goudet 1995). Departure from
Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium within each site and each
geographical patch was tested by comparing the FIS
values for the observed data set with the distribution
for a randomized data set obtained after 10 000 permutations of alleles among individuals within geographical
patches. Additionally, to compare the level of individual
genetic diversity among the three sexual phenotypes
(female, restored CMS hermaphrodites and non-CMS
hermaphrodites), mean individual heterozygosity (HL)
was computed following Aparicio et al. (2006) for each
individual, using GENHET (an R function developed by
Coulon 2009).
Finally, data were tested for linkage disequilibrium
for all locus pairs at both sites, as well as within each
geographical patch, using exact tests based on a Markov
chain method as implemented in Genepop version 4.0
(Raymond & Rousset 1995). Tests were conducted with
dememorization number set to 10 000, for 1000 batches
and 10 000 iterations. Significance of P-values was
assessed after Bonferroni correction to eliminate significance by chance (Rice 1989).
Historical estimates of population structure and gene
flow. We estimated pairwise population differentiation
(FST) among the two study sites and among the distinct
geographical patches within each site with 10 000 permutations of individuals between sites or patches, using
a G test for significance of results (Goudet et al. 1996).
Significance of P-values for pairwise FST values was
assessed after Bonferroni correction (Rice 1989). It
should be kept in mind that while pairwise estimates
of FST provide some insight into the degree to which
populations are historically connected by gene flow,
they do not allow to determine whether that genetic
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connectedness is a result of ongoing migration or of
recent common ancestry (Holsinger & Weir 2009).
We further attempted to compare levels of gene flow
through seed and pollen dispersal. Under the assumptions of the Wright’s island model, Ennos (1994) demonstrated that, assuming migration–drift equilibrium, a
ratio (r) of the amount of pollen migration (mp) over the
amount of seed migration (ms) can be inferred from
F-statistics estimated by both nuclear biparentally inherited markers (FSTN) and maternally inherited markers
(FSTC) from the following equation:

mp
¼
r¼
ms

1
FSTN




1
 1 ð1 þ FIS Þ  2 FSTC
1


1

1
FSTC

In this equation, F-statistics are computed according
to the Weir & Cockerham (1984) procedure and FIS
refers to the mean multilocus estimates of FIS calculated
over the nine microsatellite loci. Some cautions have to
be made when interpreting this indirect estimator of
pollen migration over seed migration because (i) it supposes genetic equilibrium conditions under the island
model, and this hypothesis is likely to be violated in
natural populations, and (ii) the properties of this estimator are not known for gynodioecious populations,
where the conditions of equal sex ratios are not
respected.
Finally, the hierarchical approach developed by Yang
(1998) and implemented in HIERFSTAT (R function developed by Goudet 2005) was used to carry out the estimation of variance components following a three-level
hierarchical method: we estimated variance components
within individuals, among individuals within haplotypes, among haplotypes within geographical patches
and among geographical patches. We thus computed FIT
(nonrandom mating within each site), FIH (nonrandom
mating within haplotypes), FHP (genetic differentiation
among haplotypes within geographical patches) and FPT
(genetic differentiation among geographical patches).
The effect of haplotype was assessed by permuting individuals among haplotypes within geographical patches
(10 000 permutations). The effect of geographical
patches was assessed by carrying out 10 000 permutations of haplotypes among geographical patches.
Bayesian estimate of population structure. Hidden population structure may confound estimates of genetic structure using classical F-statistics (Weir 1996). In our study,
using geographical patches of individuals as the predefined population units may not necessarily accurately
reflect true population structure. To test the assumption
that distinct geographical patches represent well-defined
genetic demes, we used a Bayesian model-based cluster-

ing algorithm to infer population structure and to probabilistically assign individuals to subpopulations within
both study sites. We used no prior information on the
geographical location in which the individuals were
sampled. Pritchard et al.’s procedure (2000), implemented in Structure version 2.3.2., was used to cluster
individuals in K subpopulations, using the multilocus
genotypes of the individuals and minimizing departures
from Hardy–Weinberg expectations and linkage disequilibria. A series of 10 independent runs were conducted, with different proposals for K, testing all values
from 1 to 15. Each run was conducted assuming population admixture and correlation of allele frequencies
(Falush et al. 2003) and included 100 000 iterations after
a burn-in period of 10 000 iterations. To check for the
convergence of the Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC),
the consistency of results was checked for the 10 replicates performed for each values of K. Finally, the most
probable number of clusters (K) was determined using
the ad hoc statistic DK, based on the rate of change in the
log probability of data between successive K values, as
described in Evanno et al. (2005).
Estimates of recent migration rates among geographical
patches. Evidence of recent migration events among
geographical patches was assessed using a Bayesian
multilocus procedure described in Wilson & Rannala
(2003). Relative to indirect estimators of long-term gene
flow, this method requires few assumptions and can be
applied to populations that are far from equilibrium,
for both animal and plant species (Friar et al. 2007;
Munkacsi et al. 2008; Polato et al. 2010). This method
uses individual multilocus genotypes to estimate rates
of recent migration (i.e. within the last few generations)
among populations, along with the posterior probability
distribution of individual immigrant ancestries, population allele frequencies and population inbreeding coefficient. It should be kept in mind that this Bayesian
approach does not allow disentangling the relative contributions of pollen and seed movement to gene flow,
but has to be interpreted as an overall estimate of
migration rate among plant populations. The MCMC
was run for 2 · 106 iterations after a burn-in period of
106 iterations using BAYESASS (Wilson & Rannala 2003).
Samples were collected every 2000 iterations to infer
posterior probability distribution of parameters. The
two data sets were independently run five times with
different random seed values to verify the consistency
of the results across runs. To examine the strength of
the information in both data sets, 95% confidence intervals (CIs) were computed for migration rates and compared to a scenario where all proposed changes along
the Markov chain are accepted (simulating a situation
when there is no information in the data set).
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Testing for spatial genetic structure within geographical
patches. The levels of spatial genetic structure within
geographical patches were assessed by performing statistical correlation analyses between a genetic kinship
estimate and pairwise geographical distance, for both
nuclear data (microsatellites loci) and cytoplasmic data
(minisatellite haplotypes) using SPAGeDi version 1.2.
(Hardy & Vekemans 2002). Nason’s kinship coefficient
Fij (Loiselle et al. 1995) was chosen as a pairwise estimator of genetic relatedness, as it has robust statistical
properties (Vekemans & Hardy 2004). Kinship coefficients (Fij) were regressed on the natural logarithm of
geographical distance [ln (dij)], thereby providing the
regression slopes b. To visualize spatial genetic structure, Fij values were averaged over a set of distance
classes (10 distance classes, defined to obtain approximately the same number of individual pairs within each
distance class) and plotted against geographical distances. Significance of the regression slopes and Fij estimates was calculated by 10 000 permutations of
individual locations for nuclear and cytoplasmic diversity. Finally, to compare the strength of spatial genetic
structure between nuclear and cytoplasmic data, as well
as between the different geographical patches, we used
the statistic Sp described Vekemans & Hardy (2004),
and defined as Sp = )b ⁄ (1 ) FN), where FN is the mean
Fij between neighbouring individuals (dij < 2m).

Results
Sex polymorphism and spatial sex ratio variation
In MOR, individuals were found in four geographical
patches called MA, MB, MC and MD (mean number of
individuals was 273, ranging from NMIN = 69 to
NMAX = 635, see Table 1), with four isolated individuals.
In PAL, individuals were clustered in five patches called
PA, PB, PC, PD and PE (mean number of individuals
was 118, ranging from NMIN = 18 to NMAX = 300, see
Table 1), with 23 isolated individuals (Fig. 1). Overall
sex ratio (proportion of females) was 1.6% in MOR and
12.3% in PAL, with important variation in sex ratios
among patches (Table 1). At both study sites, we found
gynodioecious patches (MC, PB, PC and PE) and
patches where there were no females (MA, MB, MD, PA
and PD). Among the nine studied geographical patches,
the sex ratio (i.e. proportion of females) varied between
0% and 42.9% (see Table 1 and Fig. 1).
Male-sterilizing cytoplasms were detected at moderate frequencies, with 13% of the genotyped individuals
carrying a CMS (8.4% and 25.7% in MOR and PAL, see
Table 1). The most frequent CMS cytotype was CMS E,
which was present at both sites and in five of the nine
geographical patches. Local (i.e. within patch) CMS E
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

frequencies ranged from 0% to 89%, and local restoration rates for this particular CMS gene ranged from
45% to 100%. CMS G occurred sporadically, with only
11 individuals found in one geographical patch in the
PAL site (Fig. 4). Among those 11 individuals carrying
CMS G, two expressed a hermaphroditic phenotype,
suggesting that nuclear restorers of male fertility for
that particular CMS gene were present in PAL. The last
CMS type, CMS Svulg, was absent from our data set. In
all gynodioecious patches, the genetic determination of
sexual phenotypes was cytonuclear, with the coexistence of different cytotypes (associated with male sterility or not) and some individuals carrying CMS
cytotypes expressing a hermaphroditic phenotype (and
thus carrying nuclear restorers of male fertility). Among
the geographical patches where females were absent,
individuals carrying CMS genes were either all restored
for male function (MA) or completely absent (MB, MD,
PA and PD).

Cytonuclear diversity
Over the whole data set, nuclear microsatellite loci
exhibited moderate to high levels of polymorphism,
with the number of alleles ranging from 4 (Gtt1) to 19
(Bmb6) in MOR and from 3 (Gtt1) to 21 (Bmb6) in PAL.
The total number of alleles was 124 (97 in MOR and 99
in PAL), and the mean number of alleles per locus
(±SD) was 10.78 (±5.43) in MOR and 11 (±6.10) in PAL.
The number of sampled alleles (AN Nuc), allelic richness
(AR Nuc), expected heterozygosity (HE) and estimated
intra-population fixation index (FIS) per study site and
per geographical patch are given in Table 1.
At both study sites, nuclear microsatellites showed an
overall significant deficit of heterozygotes compared to
Hardy–Weinberg expectations (FIS = 0.052 in MOR and
FIS = 0.019 in PAL; P < 0.001 in both cases, Table 1). As
significant single-locus FIS values were not specifically
associated with one locus, heterozygote deficiency could
not be attributed to the presence of null alleles (data
not shown). When subdividing each study site into its
geographical patches, fixation indexes remained significantly positive for all four geographical patches in
MOR but for only two geographical patches in PAL
(Table 1). These departures from Hardy–Weinberg
expectations may be due to the presence of distinct
genetic clusters and ⁄ or isolation by distance within geographical patches. Similarly, at the level of the study
site, an important proportion of the 36 pairs of nuclear
loci deviated from linkage equilibrium at P < 0.05 after
Bonferroni correction (18 in MOR and 14 in PAL). As
for fixation indexes, the proportion of locus pairs
showing linkage disequilibrium decreased when subdividing the data sets into geographical patches (Fig. 2).
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Table 1 Major characteristics of the different geographical patches, occurrence of gynodioecy and measures of genetic diversity on
nuclear and cytoplasmic data within the two study sites, MOR (a) and PAL (b), and within the different geographical patches of Beta
vulgaris ssp. maritima
(a) MOR

Patch description
NTOT
D (ind ⁄ m2)
Male sterility and restoration
Frequency of CMS genes
Sex ratio
NF ⁄ NHCMS ⁄ NHNCMS
Frequency of restoration
Multilocus estimates of nuclear diversity
Mean number of alleles per locus, AN Nuc
Mean allelic richness per locus, AR Nuc
Expected heterozygosity, HE
Fixation index, FIS
Sp statistic and significance of the slope (b)
Cytoplasmic diversity
Number of haplotypes, AN Cyto
Haplotype richness, AR Cyto
Sp statistic and significance of the slope (b)

MA

MB

MC

MD

Overall

69
0.057

635
0.843

281
0.081

109
0.138

1094 (4)
0.529

0.088
0
0 ⁄ 3 ⁄ 62 (4)
1.000

0
0
0 ⁄ 0 ⁄ 633 (2)
–

0.296
0.063
17 ⁄ 60 ⁄ 195 (9)
0.779

0
0
0 ⁄ 0 ⁄ 106 (3)
–

0.084
0.016
17 ⁄ 63 ⁄ 996 (18)
0.788

5.444
4.542
0.512
0.057**
0.0086**

6.889
4.500
0.562
0.038***
0.0133***

9.222
6.153
0.614
0.091***
0.0420***

5.111
3.911
0.487
0.014*
0.0041NS

10.778
5.896
0.544
0.052***
–

3
2.98
0.4864***

4
2.759
0.1336***

6
5.199
1.1357***

1
1
–

8
6.271
–

(b) PAL

Patch description
NTOT
D (ind ⁄ m2)
Male sterility and restoration
Frequency of CMS genes
Sex ratio
NF ⁄ NHCMS ⁄ NHNCMS
Frequency of restoration
Multilocus estimates of nuclear diversity
Mean number of alleles per locus, AN Nuc
Mean allelic richness per locus, AR Nuc
Expected heterozygosity, HE
Fixation index, FIS
Sp statistic and significance of the slope (b)
Cytoplasmic diversity
Number of haplotypes, AN Cyto
Haplotype richness, AR Cyto
Sp statistic and significance of the slope (b)

PA

PB

PC

PD

PE

Overall

146
0.034

18
0.019

300
0.176

33
0.028

95
0.053

592 (23)
0.109

0
0
0 ⁄ 0 ⁄ 142 (4)
–

0.889
0.429
6 ⁄ 6 ⁄ 2 (4)
0.500

0.383
0.210
61 ⁄ 45 ⁄ 185 (9)
0.425

0
0
0 ⁄ 0 ⁄ 32 (1)
–

0.228
0.033
3 ⁄ 18 ⁄ 71 (3)
0.857

0.257
0.123
70 ⁄ 69 ⁄ 432 (21)
0.496

5.889
4.231
0.497
0.072***
0.0266***

4.333
4.333
0.566
)0.090*
0.0158NS

8.778
5.129
0.604
0.008**
0.0185***

4.667
4.114
0.511
)0.060*
0.0202***

6.111
5.220
0.589
0.028NS
0.0695***

11
5.704
0.554
0.019***
–

3
2.187
0.4318***

2
2
0.0640NS

6
4.535
0.0314**

1
1
–

2
2
2.8462***

6
4.345
–

NTOT is the total number of flowering individuals (with the numbers in parentheses corresponding to isolated individuals, growing
outside the geographical patches). D corresponds to the mean density of individuals (ind ⁄ m2). The frequency of CMS genes
corresponds to the proportion of individuals carrying a cytoplasmic male sterility, and the sex ratio is the proportion of females. NF,
NHCMS and NHNCMS are the number of females, restored CMS hermaphrodites and non-CMS hermaphrodites (with the number
between brackets corresponding to nonphenotyped individuals). The frequency of restoration is the proportion of restored
hermaphrodites in CMS individuals. Allelic richness values (AR Nuc and AR Cyto) were standardized to a common sample size
(N = 18 individuals, i.e. the size of the smallest geographical patch in this study). Significance of multilocus FIS estimates per site and
per geographical patch was tested using 10 000 random permutations of alleles among individuals within geographical patches. Sp
values estimate the intensity of spatial genetic structure in each geographical patch.
CMS, cytoplasmic male sterility genes; NS, nonsignificant.
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.
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Fig. 2 Linkage disequilibrium and multilocus FIS estimates for different levels
of population subdivision. (a) Percentage of nuclear locus pairs showing significant linkage disequilibrium (P < 0.05
after Bonferroni correction) and (b) estimated intra-population fixation indices
(FIS) at the site level, the geographical
patch level (mean values) and the haplotype level (mean values). MOR and
PAL refer to the two study sites.

–0.08
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level
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Interestingly, this decrease was even greater when
dividing each geographical patch into the distinct haplotypes present within each patch. At the haplotype
level, the few pairs of loci that were still in linkage disequilibrium involved different locus combinations.
Mean individual heterozygosity (Mean HL ± SD) was
0.399 (±0.174) in MOR and 0.358 (±0.178) in PAL. Using
a general linear model, we simultaneously tested the
effects of the study site (two levels, MOR and PAL),
geographical patch (nine levels: PA, PB, PC, PD, PE,
MA, MB, MC, MD), local density (number of individuals within a radius of 10 m) and sexual phenotype
(three levels, female, restored CMS hermaphrodite and
non-CMS hermaphrodite) on the level of individual heterozygosity using PROC GLM in SAS (version 9.1, SAS
Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA). Study site, geographical
patch and phenotype all had a significant effect
(Table 2). Post hoc Tukey pairwise comparisons showed
that non-CMS hermaphrodites had lower individual
heterozygosity compared to females and restored CMS
hermaphrodites (P < 0.05). Females and restored CMS

Geograpical
Patch level

Haplotype
level

hermaphrodites showed similar levels of individual heterozygosity (P = 0.6869).
In contrast to nuclear loci, cytoplasmic mitochondrial
minisatellites displayed low levels of polymorphism
and yielded a total of 10 distinct haplotypes of which
eight were present in MOR and six were present in
PAL. The number of sampled haplotypes (AN Cyto) and
the haplotypic richness (AR Cyto) per geographical patch
of individuals is given in Table 1. As expected, each
male-sterilizing cytoplasm detected in our study sites
(CMS E and CMS G) was exclusively associated with a
unique minisatellite haplotype. A striking result was
the spatial clumping of sex-determining cytoplasms, as
shown in the Fig. 4, where the two minisatellite haplotypes associated with CMS E and CMS G were
clearly not distributed at random in space. We observed
a positive association between nuclear allelic richness
(AR Nuc) and haplotypic richness (AR Cyto) found
within geographical patches (Spearman’s Rho = 0.75;
P two-tailed = 0.002).

Patterns of genetic differentiation
Table 2 Results of the general linear model testing simultaneously for the effects of study site (MOR and PAL), geographical patch (MA to MD and PA to PE), local density (number of
individuals within a radius of 10 m) and sexual phenotype
(female, restored CMS hermaphrodite or non-CMS hermaphrodite) on the level of individual heterozygosity (HL) in Beta vulgaris ssp. maritima
Source of variation

d.f.

MS

F

P

Population
Geographical patch
(population)
Density
Sexual phenotype
Error

1
7

0.133
0.182

4.58
6.25

0.0325
<0.0001

1
2
1610

0.006
0.308
46.839

0.19
10.57

0.6630
<0.0001

All the interactions between main factors were nonsignificant
(P > 0.1) and were dropped from the analysis.
CMS, cytoplasmic male sterility genes.
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

Strong spatial differentiation between geographical
patches was found using mitochondrial minisatellite
markers (overall FSTC = 0.606 in MOR and 0.429 in PAL;
P < 0.001 in both cases, see Table 3). The spatial genetic
structure was less pronounced for the nine nuclear microsatellites but remained highly significant (overall
FSTN = 0.107 in MOR and 0.082 in PAL; P < 0.001 in
both cases, see Table 3). Within sites, pairwise FST
among patches were all significant and ranged from
0.154 to 0.914 for cytoplasmic data and from 0.039 to
0.217 for nuclear data (Table 3). The levels of differentiation calculated between the two study sites were lower
than overall intra-site estimations (FSTC = 0.278 and
FSTN = 0.068).
Based on these contrasted levels of genetic differentiation between cytoplasmic and nuclear markers, the
r-value (estimating the ratio between pollen and seed
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Table 3 Genetic differentiation (FST) estimated for all the pairs of geographical patches of Beta vulgaris ssp. maritima, using nuclear
data (FSTN, upper half of the matrices) and cytoplasmic data (FSTC, lower half of the matrices), as well as overall FST estimates within
the two study sites (MOR and PAL)
MOR

MA
MB
MC
MD

PAL

MA

MB

MC

MD

–
0.683***
0.348***
0.832***

0.072***
–
0.547***
0.817***

0.112***
0.076***
–
0.356***

0.217***
0.180***
0.130***
–

Overall FSTN

PA
PB
PC
PD
PE
Overall FSTN

0.107***
Overall FSTC

PA

PB

PC

PD

PE

–
0.842***
0.338***
0.884***
0.762***

0.116***
–
0.219**
0.914***
0.554***

0.090***
0.039***
–
0.373***
0.229***

0.137***
0.163***
0.091***
–
0.154*

0.122***
0.060***
0.043***
0.073***
–

0.082***
Overall FSTC

0.606***

0.429***

Significance of genetic differentiation was tested with 10 000 random permutations of individuals between geographical patches,
using a G test for significance of results (Goudet et al. 1996).
NS, nonsignificant.
*P < 0.05; **P < 0.01; ***P < 0.001.

gene flow) was equal to 11.5 in MOR and 6.6 in PAL.
Under the assumptions of Wright’s island model at
migration–drift equilibrium, this result suggests that
gene flow occurs predominantly through pollen dispersal at both study sites.
Finally, multilocus hierarchical F-statistics showed
evidence for hierarchical structuring of nuclear genetic
variation within both study sites. In MOR, FHP (differentiation among haplotypes within geographical patches)
was 0.0472 and FPT (differentiation among geographical
patches) was 0.0808 (both at P < 0.001). In PAL, FHP was
0.0285 and FPT was 0.0666 (both at P < 0.001). Nuclear
genetic differentiation thus involves both a geographical
component and a cytoplasmic component.

Bayesian analysis of population structure
The results of the Bayesian analysis suggest a hierarchical structure within both study sites, as the K vs. DK
distribution was multimodal, with one mode at K = 2
for both data sets and another mode at K = 5 in PAL
and at K = 6 in MOR (Fig. 3). The obtained results
appeared to be geographically meaningful, as the
inferred genetic clusters corresponded very closely to
the existing geographical patches (Fig. 4). When K = 2
at MOR, the algorithm clustered individuals growing in
the northern part of the site in the first group (MA and
MB) and individuals growing in the southern part of
the site in the second group (MC and MD). Neighbouring geographical patches were thus clustered together.
Similarly, for K = 2 at PAL, one group was comprised
of individuals growing in the southern part of the study
site (PB, PC, PD and PE) and the other one included

individuals located in the northern part of the site (PA).
The second clustering solution (K = 5 in PAL and K = 6
in MOR) also showed geographically consistent results
(Fig. 4). Some of the predefined geographical patches of
individuals corresponded to homogeneous genetic clusters (MA, MD, PA and PD). In contrast, a mosaic structure was found within MC and PE, with contiguous
groups of genetically distinct individuals. Finally, individuals growing in MB and PC were mainly admixed
individuals, with a trend for clinal variation at the latter. Besides, one salient feature was the clumping of
individual carrying CMS-associated minisatellite haplotypes with neighbouring non-CMS individuals (Fig. 4),
indicating a close genetic affinity and suggesting spatially restricted pollen exchanges. Including spatial
information in the prior distribution on individual
admixture coefficients, as suggested by Durand et al.
(2009), did not improve the resolution of Bayesian
assignment and yielded very similar results, which
strengthened the biological relevance of the depicted
geographical partitioning.

Estimates of recent migration rates among
geographical patches
Recent migration rates (i.e. within the last few generations) were estimated among the distinct geographical
patches within both study sites using Wilson & Rannala’s method (2003). CIs obtained from both data sets
were considerably smaller than those obtained from the
null hypothesis, suggesting that the data sets contained
a sufficient amount of information to support the
results. Within all geographical patches, more than 90%
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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migration rates between patches compared to MOR
(Table 4). We also detected asymmetrical migration
rates for the pairs MA–MB, PD–PE and PB–PC. However, in the latter patch-pair, given the large overlap in
CIs, it was not possible to conclude as to the statistical
significance of the observed asymmetry in gene flow.
Interestingly, those pairs corresponded to neighbouring
geographical patches, suggesting that dispersal events
occurred preferentially between adjacent patches, but
not necessarily in strict symmetry.

Testing for isolation by distance
Several general observations can be made from the spatial genetic structure observed within the geographical
patches. First, as shown by correlograms (Fig. 5), our
results suggest a significant decline in genetic similarity
with geographical distance regardless of the type of
genetic marker (cytoplasmic or nuclear) within all geographical patches, except MD (nuclear data) and PB
(nuclear and cytoplasmic data, see SP statistics in
Table 1). These two patches were also the smallest: the
maximum distance between individuals is 35 m in MD
and 10 m in PB, and these spatial scales are probably
too small for the establishment of isolation by distance
patterns. Second, there was considerable difference in
the extent of spatial genetic structure between cytoplasmic and nuclear genetic variation. The SP statistic for
nuclear markers was on average 20-fold lower than for
cytoplasmic haplotypes. These results confirmed the
fact gene flow occurred predominantly through pollen
dispersal within both study sites.

Discussion
–15000
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Fig. 3 Estimated number of populations assessed with the
clustering method described in Pritchard et al. (2000), with
mean (±SD) probabilities of the data ln P(X|K) over 10 replicated runs plotted against the putative number of clusters K
(ranking from K = 1 to K = 15 clusters) and standardized second-order rate of change of ln P(X|K), DK, plotted against the
putative number of clusters K, for the two study sites, MOR (a)
and PAL (b).

of individuals were identified as originating from their
own source patch (nonmigrants individuals), except for
PB and PE, where slightly more important levels of
incoming gene flow were detected (Table 4). This finding could be related to the relatively high occurrence of
females within these two patches, which allow more
incoming pollen flow events. PAL showed higher
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

The development of sex structure in gynodioecious
populations
Sex ratio in a population is the combined result of CMS
frequencies and restoration rate for each CMS type. In
this study, we found that both CMS frequency and restoration rate varied greatly from one geographical patch
to another (0–88.9% of individuals carrying a CMS gene
and 42.5–100% restoration in CMS individuals). As a
result, the sex ratio also showed pronounced variation
among geographical patches (0–42.9% females).
Although the spatial structure of sexual phenotypes has
rarely been studied at fine geographical scales, our
results confirm that local-scale sex ratio structure is a
common feature in gynodioecious species (e.g. Manicacci et al. 1996; Laporte et al. 2001; Olson et al. 2006).
Such striking spatial variation can be explained by the
effects of natural selection, founder events, dispersal
and genetic drift.
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(a) MOR
Cytoplasmic Data
ANC = 8

(b) PAL
Nuclear Data
K=2

Cytoplasmic Data

K=6

ANC = 6

MA

PA

PB
MB

Nuclear Data
K=2

K=5

Fig. 4 Distribution of
the
different
haplotypes in the two study sites, MOR
(a) and PAL (b), and Bayesian assignment probabilities of membership based
on nuclear multilocus genotypes for
each individual in the inferred clusters,
for the two modal K values (K = 2 and
K = 6 in MOR and K = 2 and K = 5 in
PAL). Each individual is represented by
a thin horizontal line. For cytoplasmic
data, each colour corresponds to a particular haplotype. ANC is the number of
haplotypes found in each site. For
nuclear data, each individual is partitioned into K coloured segments that
represent the individual’s estimated
membership fractions in K clusters.
Black lines separate the different predefined geographical patches, labelled on
the left. Individuals are sorted by
increasing latitude.
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Sex structure can arise as a result of recurrent selection within relatively persistent and well-established
populations. This particular source of sex ratio variation
has been extensively documented by studies conducted
at a large spatial scale and showing relationships
between female frequency and one or several environmental factor(s) (e.g. light, Van Etten & Chang 2009; soil
moisture, Barr 2004; drought and temperature, Caruso
& Case 2007; temperature and precipitation, Alonso
et al. 2007). Although less obvious, the same processes
can also take place at very local scale, among microsites
within populations (Case & Barrett 2001; Van Etten &

Chang 2009). Understanding whether and to what
extent the sex structure reported here is attributable to
differential selection acting on the sexual phenotypes
within different micro-environments was not the aim of
the current study, but constitutes an interesting perspective that would require a detailed characterization
of the environment. Besides the action of selection, nonselective evolutionary forces are theoretically suspected
to have a strong impact on the distribution of sexual
phenotypes in space, but have received less empirical
evidences. Analysing the relationship between spatial
patterns in the distribution of neutral genetic diversity
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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Table 4 Mean (95% CI) posterior distribution for contemporary migration rates among Beta vulgaris ssp. maritima geographical
patches within the two study sites (MOR and PAL)
MOR
MA
MA
MB
MC
MD

90.835
0.064
0.308
0.203

MB
(86.386–94.878)
(0–0.218)
(0.002–1.125)
(0.001–0.989)

8.409
99.883
0.127
0.273

MC
(4.431–12.834)
(99.604–99.997)
(0.001–0.571)
(0.001–1.185)

0.445
0.027
99.222
0.351

MD
(0.004–1.889)
(0–0.141)
(97.931–99.938)
(0.004–1.353)

0.311
0.026
0.342
99.172

PD

PE

(0.002–1.313)
(0–0.125)
(0.003–1.211)
(97.717–99.919)

PAL
PA
PA
PB
PC
PD
PE

99.485
2.768
0.192
0.557
0.381

PB
(98.538–99.941)
(0.013–10.067)
(0.002–0.713)
(0.001–2.769)
(0.001–1.597)

0.130
75.777
5.561
1.515
0.283

PC
(0.001–0.603)
(67.510–90.464)
(3.683–11.078)
(0.123–5.264)
(0.001–1.347)

0.145
14.178
92.004
2.240
0.397

(0–0.707)
(2.598–24.080)
(86.142–94.792)
(0.139–6.385)
(0.001–1.846)

0.126
1.145
2.037
94.915
13.214

(0–0.611)
(0.004–5.257)
(0.694–3.853)
(89.003–98.776)
(9.550–17.241)

0.113
6.132
0.204
0.774
85.725

(0–0.574)
(0.044–19.592)
(0.001–0.850)
(0.001–3.735)
(81.673–89.445)

Values along the diagonal (bold) are the percentage of individuals derived from the source patch (i.e. nonmigrants). Migration
occurs from the geographical patch listed at the top of the column into geographical patches listed on the left.

and variation in local sex structure thus helped us to
partly understand why sex structure can be as pronounced even at very local scale.
The mode of colonization has long been recognized
as a major factor influencing the maintenance and the
loss of genetic variation (Slatkin 1977; Wade & McCauley 1988). In our study sites, the high levels of neutral
genetic structure suggested that founder events, along
with restricted gene flow, might be responsible for the
observed sex structure. Indeed, Beta vulgaris is generally
patchily distributed along the sea shore, where seasonal
storms cause frequent disturbance, sometimes leading
to the extinction of local patches. It should be kept in
mind that, while snapshot genetic data are useful to
describe genetic structure, the processes underlying this
structure can be diverse and potentially difficult to disentangle. Nonetheless, in our study, the occurrence of a
spatial mosaic of distinct haplotypes, the highly significant genetic differentiation levels among geographical
patches and haplotypes (as measured by pairwise FST
estimates), and the results of assignment tests all
showed that geographical groups of plants corresponded very closely to genetically distinct groups that
have probably originated from different founder events.
Interestingly, when comparing our results on patches
separated by a few hundred metres or less with the
results of a previous study performed at regional scale
(33 sites sampled over several hundreds of kilometres,
see Fievet et al. 2007), we found similar levels of
nuclear genetic differentiation (0.107 in MOR, 0.082 in
PAL and 0.089 at the regional scale). Regarding cyto 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

plasmic data, the levels of differentiation were even
higher at local scale than at regional scale (0.606 in
MOR, 0.429 in PAL and 0.278 at the regional scale). This
could be interpreted as an effect of metapopulation
dynamics: if seeds colonizing a new site originate from
several source sites or if there are multiple independent
colonization events, a site, taken as a whole, can show
high levels of genetic diversity (Slatkin 1977; Wade &
McCauley 1988; Whitlock & McCauley 1990). Conversely, at smaller scales (within sites), genetic drift will
tend to randomly fix different alleles in different local
patches, leading to an increase in the genetic differentiation among local patches within sites, which could ultimately generate fine-scale sex ratio variation in the case
of gynodioecious species. However, the consequences of
such dynamics on sex structure largely depend on the
degree of persistence of local patches, which is not
directly quantified in our study. With low extinction
rates, natural selection can substantially modify the initial allele frequencies within local patches, whereas
strong extinction rates can render the effects of natural
selection ephemeral.

Gene flow through seed and pollen dispersal
The levels of genetic structure depend not only on the
number and the origin of seeds colonizing an unoccupied patch but also on the magnitude of migration
between patches (Whitlock & McCauley 1990). Our
results showed evidence of very restricted gene flow
within both study sites. Indeed, Bayesian estimates of
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Fig. 5 Average pairwise kinship coefficient (Fij, Loiselle et al. 1995) between individuals for nuclear microsatellites (black lines) and
cytoplasmic haplotypes (grey dashed lines) in the two study sites, MOR (a) and PAL (b), plotted against the geographical distance
within each predefined geographical patch. The significance of Fij values was assessed by permutations of individuals over geographical locations: dots indicate significant Fij values (P < 0.05 or less). MD and PD were monomorphic for cytoplasmic data.

contemporary gene flow (integrating both seed and pollen migration) between geographical patches were
exceptionally low considering the spatial scale at which

our study was conducted. Additionally, patterns of spatial genetic structure within each geographical patch,
synthetically quantified by Sp statistics, suggested that
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd
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isolation by distance or abrupt genetic discontinuities
can take place within a few tens of metres. Even if
B. vulgaris is a wind-pollinated and self-incompatible
plant, features that are likely to decrease genetic variance among demes (Loveless & Hamrick 1984; Vekemans & Hardy 2004), the patterns of gene flow within
our study sites seemed limited enough to maintain a
strong genetic structure probably initially generated by
founder events. In addition, the spatial distribution of
pollination events can also have direct consequences on
the sex ratio in the next generations. If gene flow
between individuals is mainly local, as in our study
sites, inbreeding (keeping in mind that our species is
largely self-incompatible, but see Arnaud et al. 2010,
2011) or biparental inbreeding may enhance the production of females within progenies (Emery & McCauley
2002; Bailey & McCauley 2005). However, this hypothesis was not verified in the study sites, as suggested by
the sex ratios observed in progeny analyses (IDC, personal observation).
Additionally, our results showed strong differences in
the extent of spatial genetic structure between nuclear
and cytoplasmic loci, with the genetic structure at
maternally inherited cytoplasmic markers being stronger than what was observed for nuclear loci, suggesting
a predominance of pollen migration over seed migration within the two study sites. This was quantified
through the estimates of the r-ratio (ratio of the amount
of pollen migration over the amount of seed migration
inferred from F-statistics) that was high within both
study sites, as compared to other studies reporting
wide-range cytonuclear spatial genetic structure
(reviewed in Petit et al. 2005). It should be kept in mind
that this estimate is based on assumptions of equal sex
ratio and island model of population structure. Nonetheless, the Sp statistics—that do not rely on equilibrium
assumptions—yielded consistent results and were also
on average 20-fold lower for nuclear markers than for
cytoplasmic haplotypes. The relative magnitude of gene
flow through seed and pollen dispersal should be taken
into account in theoretical models, as both processes are
expected to have different consequences on the maintenance of cytonuclear gynodioecy. For instance, Dufay &
Pannell (2010) theoretically showed that, in a subdivided population, while gynodioecy is systematically
lost under drift alone, seed or pollen dispersal could
maintain cytonuclear gynodioecy. More precisely, seed
dispersal was shown to promote the maintenance of
cytonuclear polymorphism at the level of the whole
population as well as at the level of local demes, while
pollen dispersal could not counter the loss of cytonuclear polymorphism at the level of the local deme, but promoted its maintenance at the level of the subdivided
population taken as a whole.
 2012 Blackwell Publishing Ltd

In plant species that are often subject to catastrophic
forms of disturbance, long-distance seed dispersal is
essential for a metapopulation to persist (Cain et al.
2000). In our study, in addition to the fact that geographical patches showed significant levels of differentiation, our results also suggested some hierarchical
substructuring owing to the presence of different haplotypes within geographical patches. Along with the
observation of decreasing values of genetic linkage disequilibrium and FIS estimators when dividing geographical patches according to haplotype identities, this
strongly suggests that our study sites are dynamic entities, with recurrent and independent establishment of
new haplotypes through seed migration, as previously
suggested in other gynodioecious species (Olson &
McCauley 2002). The fact that this signal was detected
within both study sites suggests that (i) the arrival of
different haplotypes is quite recent and ⁄ or (ii) reproduction may commonly involve individuals sharing the
same haplotype, probably as a consequence of the patchiness of haplotypes within geographical patches and of
spatially restricted pollen flow. Although seed migration
is low compared to pollen migration in B. vulgaris, geographical patches where several haplotypes were found
are probably the result of independent seed immigration
events. As several seeds can be contained in one fruit,
the opportunity for kin-structured foundation by groups
of sibs is enhanced (e.g. Torimaru et al. 2007). In addition to the partitioning of cytonuclear diversity within
geographical patches when several different haplotypes
coexist, the recurrent arrival of new haplotypes also
seems to increase the level of nuclear allelic richness
within geographical patches (as shown by the significant
correlation between AR Nuc and AR Cyto).
Finally, this particular functioning could also affect
individual heterozygosity of CMS and non-CMS individuals differently. Female and restored CMS hermaphrodites showed significantly higher levels of individual
heterozygosity compared to non-CMS hermaphrodites
in both study sites. This may be a consequence of the
fact that CMS and non-CMS seeds do not have the
same mating opportunities when they become established in a patch: (i) when non-CMS seeds establish in a
patch, they produce only hermaphrodites, and given
the spatially limited pollen dispersal, a large part of
mating events probably occurs between relatives, generating some biparental inbreeding; (ii) when CMS seeds
establish in a patch, they produce either females or
restored hermaphrodites, which have been shown to
produce lower pollen quality than non-CMS individuals
(Dufay et al. 2008; De Cauwer et al. 2011) and, as a consequence, a larger proportion of mating events must
involve unrelated individuals, which were already
occupying the patch.
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Perspectives: the effects of sex structure on individual
fitness
Understanding variation in local sex ratio is important
because local sex ratio can in turn affect the mating success of individual plants. In sexually polymorphic species, the reproductive success of a given sexual
phenotype often depends on its own frequency
(McCauley & Bailey 2009). The pronounced spatial
genetic structure and sex structure documented here
could thus have important consequences for the
dynamics of both CMS genes and restorer alleles. For
instance, local sex ratio can affect female fitness of individuals, by decreasing seed production in female-biased
patches through pollen limitation (e.g. Widen & Widen
1990; McCauley & Brock 1998; Graff 1999; De Cauwer
et al. 2010a). Although less explored, the same process
could impact male fitness. In B. vulgaris, restorer alleles
have been found to not always perfectly restore pollen
production (Dufay et al. 2008; De Cauwer et al. 2011).
However, owing to spatial genetic structure for cytoplasms, restored hermaphrodites are more likely to be
clumped with female than non-CMS hermaphrodites,
which modifies their access to female plants and, ultimately, increases their male fitness compared to a situation with no genetic structure (De Cauwer et al. 2010b).
An ongoing study of male siring success aims at investigating the variation in transmission success of restorer
alleles according to the genetic properties of the patch
of plants in which they occur.
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